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The Club Trophies were presented to the 2015 season winners by the Commodore, Celia 
Coleman, at the extremely successful Prize Giving Dinner, which was so superbly organised 
by the Social Secretary, Lynne Shell, at Kitley House on Saturday, 30 January 2016.  Lynne 
was ably assisted in her efforts by the Membership Secretary, Pip Shell, who produced the 
table menus and seating plan.  The event was attended by 35 Members, all of whom enjoyed 
a splendid evening.  The Club Annual Photographic Competition was held in conjunction with 
the evening and all the entries were on display for those Members attending the Dinner to 
elect their chosen winner.  The actual presentations were made after the excellent meal and 
were followed by a raffle, run by Margaret Eves and Pip Shell, which raised £205 for the RNLI.  
The success of the raffle was due in the main to the very generous prize donations made by 
Excel Screenprinters (the Club clothing supplier), Fairway Furniture, Force 4 Chandlery, Kitley 
House, Plymouth Yacht Haven, Solent Motor Yachts and those Members attending the 
Dinner. 
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TUCKNOTT TROPHY 
 
Eighteen Club boats signing up for one or more of the cruises, with 13 actually managing to 
cruise in company on one or more of the 6 cruises that actually went ahead.  Bev & Kev 
Whitmill in Saraband and Vida & Chris Reilly in Sound Venture tied for third place by 
participating in 4 of the cruises.  Sundance and Kalimero both took part in 5 cruises each, but 
Val & Colin Ayres, Kalimero, only signed up for 8 cruises in total, earning them second place, 
whereas Margaret & Alan Eves, Sundance, signed up for 9.  The winners, therefore, were 
Margaret & Alan Eves.  As most of you are aware, Ian Foster is normally part of the Sundance 
crew, but he was ill and unfortunately missed Cruise 12 and thus only made 4 of the cruises. 
 

 
Margaret & Alan Eves with the Tucknott Trophy 

 
 
 

WALKER TROPHY 
 
This season was not a good season for long distance cruising.  Paddy O'Connor & Crew took 
Pearl Fisher to Alderney, Cherbourg and return logging 5 days at sea, including 2 night 
voyages, and 216 nm.  Mo & Bill Joce took Shakura to St Peter Port and back, but their 
longest voyage was Shakura's maiden voyage from Portsmouth to Plymouth which took 6 
days at sea and logged 173 nm.  They tied for second place; Shakura spent an extra day at 
sea, but Pearl Fisher went further as a result of their 2 long overnight Channel crossings.  The 
winner spent 8 days at sea and logged over 170 nm cruising the South West peninsular as far 
as Newlyn and back.  Evoking the small boat handicap system permitted in the trophy award 
rules, this voyage made Alan Farnworth in Sea Walker the worthy winner of this trophy.  
Unfortunately, Alan was unable to attend the dinner and he will be presented with the trophy 
at a later date. 
 
 



 

 

BADEN WEBB MEMORIAL CUP 
 
The poor cruising season also affected the numbers of ports and anchorages visited by 
members.  Val & Colin Ayres logged 13 in Kalimero, earning them third place.  Second place 
went to Mo & Bill Joce in Shakura with 15.  Bill Hill logged 90 different ports and anchorages, 
but, being Vice Commodore and a member of the Trophies Sub-Committee, was ineligible for 
the award of the trophy.  Also Bill sold Tianji's Pearl at the very beginning of the season and 
none of the ports and anchorages were visited in his own boat!!  Glenda & Paddy O'Connor 
submitted 60 ports and anchorages, of which 11 were disallowed as they were not visited in 
Pearl Fisher and a further 4 were disallowed as being effectively the same place.  However, 
this still gave them a very creditable number of 45 different ports and anchorages visited in 
the season in their own boat, and allowed Glenda & Paddy to retain the trophy for the second 
year running. 

 

Glenda & Patrick O'Connor with the Baden Webb Memorial Cup 
 
 

SCHERMULY TROPHY 
 
This trophy always proves to be extremely difficult for the Trophies Sub-Committee to decide 
who is the worthy winner, due to the amount of subjective judgement which is necessary to 
gauge who has included the right degree of Schermuly or "shooting the line".  There were not 
as many submissions as last year, due again to the limited cruising available.  However, the 
quality was as good if not better with 20 excellent and most enjoyable reports being written 
and published on the Club website.  The choice was eventually whittled down to 3 reports 
and, having decided on the winner, it was concluded to be too close to call between the other 
2 and it was agreed that joint 2nd place would be shared by last year's winner, Val Ayres, with 
her report "Two Go Up The River August 2015", and Mo Joce, with her report "Portsmouth to 
Plymouth Voyage".  The winner was Pip Shell for his report "Cruise 10 - Three Men In a 
Boat".  



 

 

 
Pip Shell wondering why the Schermuly Trophy was presented empty!! 

 
 

CATTEWATER CUP 
 

This trophy is awarded for the best cruising achievement made by a new member, defined as 
someone who has been a member of the Club for less that 3 full seasons.  The intent is to 
recognise their efforts to get stuck in and participate as much as possible in the cruising and 
related social activities of the Club.  Pippa & Nigel Pitt, Sir Jasper, and Lorraine & Martin 
Kimber, D'Accord, made a great effort to involve themselves as much as possible during the 
season.  Mo & Bill Joce, Shakura, as can be seen from the number of times their names have 
been mentioned in the trophy award rankings, also made a very strong contribution.  
However, the winners were deemed to be Vida & Chris Reilly, Sound Venture, who 
participated in 4 of the successful Club cruises, together with all the associated social 
gatherings and other formal Club social events.   
 

  
The Commodore presents the Cattewater Cup to Vida & Chris Reilly 



 

 

 

HAPPY SNAPPER TROPHY 
 
The Happy Snapper Trophy drew 12 entrants with a total of 18 very high quality entries for the 
competition, which were much admired by all those members attending the dinner.  The 
voting was well spread across all the folios with most folios drawing at least 1 vote.  Once the 
votes were counted Folios 05, 06 and 08 each gained 5 first choice votes.  Using the number 
of second choice votes gave Pip Shell's Folio 06, Kalimero Luffing Sundance & Sparkling 
Isotope, a well deserved third place with one second choice vote.  Second place went to Bill 
Joce's Folio 05, Rame Bound & Early Morning Mist Over Salcombe, with 2 second choice 
votes.  The clear winner, however, repeating her success of last year, was Mo Joce's Folio 08, 
Sunrise Over Yacht Haven & Wave Dancer Chasing Isotope, with 7 second choice votes. 

 
Bill Joce accepting the Happy Snapper Trophy on behalf of Mo Joce 

and receiving commiserations from Celia Coleman on only coming second!! 
 


